
Subject: ping FredT - line array
Posted by cfranz on Wed, 22 Nov 2006 14:01:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Just wondering how things are going. You've been quiet for a week or so. Also, if I can help with
documentation, let me know. Among other things, I'm a 'Tech Writer'. If you need proof reading,
reformatting for readability, etc. let me know.

Subject: Re: ping FredT - line array
Posted by FredT on Wed, 22 Nov 2006 18:47:47 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I delivered the speakers to Wayne a couple of weeks ago, but he has been working on a project in
Chicago during the week and hasn't had time to work on the crossover. Hopefully he will get to it
over the coming Thanksgiving weekend.Since Wayne has the prototype pair I decided to build a
second pair, this time with recessed drivers, and I completed the enclosures and the prototype
crossovers today. The Danish rubbing oil is drying, and I should be able to put it all together
Friday. This time I ordered the complete parts "kit" from Parts Express. The total price for
everything, including 16 woofers, two tweeters, prototype crossover parts, driver mounting screws,
quick disconnects, enclosure feet, ports, 50' of 16 ga wire, speaker terminals, etc, was only
$276.34. Even got free shipping!Thanks for the offer to help with the documentation. My friend
Ryan Herrera (RH Custom Cables on Audiogon) has just completed a set of  CAD drawings for
the enclosure, and I have completed all of a detailed instruction manual except for the crossover
part. When it's completed I'll take you up on your offer. I'll email you a copy for proofreding. It
makes sense to me, but you can tell me whether its understandable to somebody who's seeing all
the details for the first time?
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